Rogongon:
Lack of school supplies.

Batangan:
The school is damaged; textbooks, tables, chairs and other facilities are covered with mud.

Mandulog:
Evacuees are occupying school compound. Daycare center damaged.

Tuod:
2 Elementary Schools were flooded, but structure not destroyed; some books however were damaged (w/ KII result).

Doronan:
Condition of school building very poor and lack of facilities.

Mahayhay:
One school serving many sitios; Dodiongon is located in a risk area and shows cracks on the ground and the walls. Schools have not been affected but used as evacuation centers. Some school children are afraid to go to school due to their traumatic experiences and may need psychosocial support.

Mandulog:
Status of education in general good.

Rantian:
Schools are partially damaged and/or in poor conditions (i.e., no boundary walls, textbook damaged).

Batangan:
The school is damaged; textbooks, tables, chairs and other facilities are covered with mud.

Rogongon, Iligan City
Batangan, Bubong
Dorinan, Kapai
Mapulog, Iligan City
Poblacion, Manticao
Mandulog, Iligan City
Batangan, Valencia City
Digkilaan, Iligan City
Pualas, Baungon
Mandulog, Iligan City
Batangan, Valencia City
Puaing, Baungon
Killog, Libona
Diogkilaan, Iligan City
Poblacion, Manticao
Barra, Opol
Mapulog, Nailihan
Tuod, Manticao
Puaing, Baungon
Killog, Libona
Crossing, Libona
Rantian, Bayang

The MIRA was undertaken in January 2012 in selected communities affected by TS Washi (Sendong) in Northwestern Mindanao.